
Belinda Jane Whitebunny
(c) Vada Dolph, 1998
Assembly instructions

Notes: See notes on pattern pieces for additional tips. Use good stuffing that does not pack too firmly. Stuff 
her well, but beware of stretching the fabric too much. Soft is good.  Quarter inch seam allowance is included 
on all pieces.  RST = right sides together. RSO=right side out.

 BUNNY
1. Cut bunny out of T-shirt fabric, or similar knit fabric, per notes on pattern pieces.
2. HEAD: Before sewing, trace nose, mouth, and whiskers onto right side of face fabric. Mark eye 
placement. 
With Right sides together, sew all around head and ears, leaving bottom open for stuffing. Clip between ears, 
turn right side out. Bend chenille strips (wire) to fit inside ears. Insert. Hand stitch, as shown on pattern to 
keep in place. Wrap thread around base of each ear and tie securely. Stuff the head. Stitch opening.  Paint 
or embroider features. 
3. EYES: Sew red shank-botton eyes securely in place. With heavy thread in long needle, enter at back of 
head (no higher than the nose) and exit at one eye, pass through hole in button shank, re-enter and exit at 
chin next to seam. Crossing seam, re-enter, exit at other eye. Pass though button, re-enter, exit at back, pull 
to indent all, and secure with several stitches. 
4. BODY: RST, sew all around, leaving bottom open. Turn. Stuff arms to shoulder. Sew arm/shoulder line. 
Wrap some stuffing around craft stick, insert it into body to tip of neck. Stuff body, keeping stick in place. Sew 
opening. (You can use 1 or two chenille wires, folded in half, instead of stick. Tack in place at tip of neck.)
5. LEGS: RST, sew all around, leaving opening, stuff, and close opening.  Thread a doll or upholstery needle 
with 4 feet of jute or hemp string or 1/8-inch ribbon, pulling ends even. Do not knot. Place a leg on each side 
of standing body, toes up. Run needle through one leg at 'X', through body, and out through the other leg, 
leaving long ends of 2 strings on each side. Clip string to remove needle. Poke one string through each hole 
in a 1-inch button, at each leg. Tie on outside of one button. On the other side, pull strings to snug legs 
against body, and tie. Secure knots with glue. Trim ends. 
6. TAIL: Hand-stitch around edge of tail, pull up threads to gather, as for yo-yo, and stuff. Pull up tight and 
secure. Attach to body with ladder stitch, with gathered edge hidden against body. 
7. ATTACH Head to front of neck, having tip of neck opposite nose, covering the sculpting stitches. Hand-
sew around tip of neck and under chin.

BLOOMERS:
Cut per pattern notes. Clip seam-line at tail opening on both pieces. Press to inside and topstitch along edge. 
Right sides together, sew back seam, above and below opening. Press under quarter inch at waist (top). 
With wrong side up, sew on a 10-inch piece of 1/8-inch elastic, stretching as you sew. Zigzag stitch works 
best for this.  (Tip: When sewing on elastic, mark the length on elastic, but do not cut off. Pin it to fabric at the 
mark. Use the long end of the hank to hold onto, while stretching/sewing.)  Use same procedure for legs, 6 
inches of elastic for each. Sew front seam, then crotch.

PINAFORE: 
1. Sew rickrack trim to bib as shown on pattern. Fold bib lining to front at fold line, sew sides of bib to dot 'B', 
clip corner, and turn RSO.
2. Turn up quarter inch along bottom of skirt. Press. Sew rickrack on top at edge.
3. Gather top edge of skirt, 'B' to 'C', pulling up to 4 inches.  1-inch ribbon: Cut one-yard ribbon in half. At one 
end of each 18-inch piece, fold in half lengthwise and press, 4 inches. Use this folded part to for a waistband, 
the flat portion becomes the ties. Cover gathered edges and topstitch in place. Sew a pleat over raw end, 
folding 'B' to 'A'.  
4. Straps: Press under, quarter inch on each long edge. RSO, fold lengthwise, matching edges. Topstitch 
along edge. Attach to bib, and at back.  
Dress your bunny.  Tie a bow on one ear. She might like to have a little basket for eggs and other 
goodies. 
Enjoy!!!

~Vada Dolph
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